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RBC Capital Markets Disclaimer       

RBC Capital Markets, LLC (“RBC CM”) is providing the information contained in this document for discussion purposes only and not in connection with RBC
CM serving as Underwriter, Investment Banker, municipal advisor, financial advisor or fiduciary to a financial transaction participant or any other person or
entity. RBC CM will not have any duties or liability to any person or entity in connection with the information being provided herein. The information
provided is not intended to be and should not be construed as “advice” within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The
financial transaction participants should consult with its own legal, accounting, tax, financial and other advisors, as applicable, to the extent it deems
appropriate.

This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit of and internal use by the recipient. This presentation is confidential and proprietary to RBC
Capital Markets, LLC (“RBC CM”) and may not be disclosed, reproduced, distributed or used for any other purpose by the recipient without RBCCM’s
express written consent.

By acceptance of these materials, and notwithstanding any other express or implied agreement, arrangement, or understanding to the contrary, RBC CM,
its affiliates and the recipient agree that the recipient (and its employees, representatives, and other agents) may disclose to any and all persons, without
limitation of any kind from the commencement of discussions, the tax treatment, structure or strategy of the transaction and any fact that may be relevant
to understanding such treatment, structure or strategy, and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to the
recipient relating to such tax treatment, structure, or strategy.

The information and any analyses contained in this presentation are taken from, or based upon, information obtained from the recipient or from publicly
available sources, the completeness and accuracy of which has not been independently verified, and cannot be assured by RBC CM. The information and
any analyses in these materials reflect prevailing conditions and RBC CM’s views as of this date, all of which are subject to change.

To the extent projections and financial analyses are set forth herein, they may be based on estimated financial performance prepared by or in consultation
with the recipient and are intended only to suggest reasonable ranges of results. The printed presentation is incomplete without reference to the oral
presentation or other written materials that supplement it.

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: RBC CM and its affiliates do not provide tax advice and nothing contained herein should be construed as tax advice. Any
discussion of U.S. tax matters contained herein (including any attachments) (i) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by you for the
purpose of avoiding tax penalties; and (ii) was written in connection with the promotion or marketing of the matters addressed herein. Accordingly, you
should seek advice based upon your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
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MBS as Tax-Exempt Bond Collateral (M.TEB)

The Fannie Mae M.TEB structure was created to avoid a dual transaction structure 
(Conventional MBS paired with Short Term Bonds).  Inaugural structure in 2015 was 
similar to prior Fannie Mae MBS backed bond structure with several modifications:

• MBS purchased shortly after bond closing;

• Single maturity monthly pay bond structure with pro rata bond redemptions

• Rate on MBS equivalent to Bond Rate

• Traditional rating agency cash flows not required due to match of MBS payments to bond 
payments

• MBS payments passed through to bondholders on the business day following receipt by Trustee

• Disclosure benefits for bond purchasers as information on Fannie Mae MBS pool accessible on 
Fannie Mae website and Bloomberg

• “Cross-over” buyers targeted along with traditional tax exempt bond buyers and CRA investors

• Pricing expected to more closely track spreads to 10 Year Treasury similar to traditional MBS
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Why Fannie Mae M.TEB?

• Interest Rates of +/- 4.00%

• Fannie Mae is aggressive on Guaranty/Servicing Fees; Providing .75% COI Rebate

• Highly cost effective structure for Acquisition/Rehab and New Construction

• Flexible Structure:  Premium pricing, 30-35 Yr amortization , IO & varied prepayment

• Greater Certainty of Execution with Delegated Underwriting and Streamlined Processing

• Increased Investor Base for Aaa/AA+/MBS Bonds – traditional tax exempt buyers, taxable 
MBS buyers, CRA buyers, Financials institutions, Insurance companies

• Long Term Tax Exempt Debt;  Opportunities to refund at a later date

• Ability to add Supplemental Loans post- closing to “earn-out” additional proceeds  
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Fannie Mae M.TEB Transactions to Date

• RBCCM has closed 7 M.TEB transactions ($115MM) since 2015 with several transactions 
pending

• MBS rates priced based on a spread to the 10 Year Treasury

• Bond/Pass-through Rates ranging from 2.60% to 3.45%

• Up to 90% LTV and up to 35 Year Amortization

• Issues funded developments in Illinois, Texas and Florida with additional transactions 
pending in California and Florida

• Delegated underwriting/streamlined processing by Fannie Mae Lender 

• Structure is flexible and accommodates the following:

– Interest Only Periods of 1-2 Years

– Premium Pricing to generate additional proceeds

– Varied Prepayment Terms (e.g. 10 year par call)
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Fannie Mae M.TEB
Crossings of East 

Ravenswood Woodland Towers Williamsburg FullertonTimberwood Trace Skyline Place Gates Manor Total

Par Amount $           16,000,000 $           18,750,000 $              8,600,000 $           19,500,000 $              7,400,000 $           23,150,000 $           21,750,000 $              115,150,000 

Project Location Florida Texas Illinois Illinois Illinois Texas Illinois

Issuer Jacksonville HFA TDHCA IHDA IHDA IHDA TDHCA IHDA



RBCCM Approach to Selling the
Fannie Mae M.TEB

• Extensive Investor Relationships: RBCCM has developed a pool of approximately 65 
purchasers of Single Family MBS Pass Through Bonds on approximately $2 Billion marketed to 
date and 16 different purchasers for Fannie Mae M.TEB

• Broad Range of Investors:   CRA investors, Insurance Companies and Money Managers ensure 
successful marketing of bonds throughout the country, including areas with limited CRA
appetite.

• Public Offering to Expand Investor Base: “Aaa/AA+” rated bonds are attractive to all classes of 
investors.  Expanded investor base leads to improved pricing execution over time.

• State Municipal Bond Pricing Differences:  Pricing will vary depending on  location of the 
project.
– Bonds in CRA Markets will price at lower rates
– Bonds funding projects in States with state and/or local income taxes are exempt from 

federal tax, and state and local taxes.  “Specialty state” bonds trade at lower interest 
rates than “national” bonds

• Examples include California, New York, Maryland
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TDHCA – Skyline Place Apartments – Fannie Mae M-TEB

$18,750,000

Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs

Multifamily Housing Revenue Bonds

(Pass-Through – Skyline Place Apartments) Series 

2016

Pricing Date: September 9, 2016

Delivery Date: September 15, 2016

Bond Rating:           Moody’s: “Aaa”

Term: Single 16 year maturity (14.4 year 

Weighted Avg Mty)

Bond Rate: 2.60%

RBC Role: Sole Manager 

 Bond proceeds were used to acquire and renovate a 318 unit

residential housing development located in the city of Dallas, Texas.

 Proceeds from a loan from the Fannie Mae Lender are held in

escrow with the Trustee to purchase a guaranteed mortgage MBS

Certificate upon issuance by Fannie Mae (the “MBS”). The MBS will

serve as security for the Bonds once issued.

 The 2.60% rate was estimated to be approximately .25% lower in

yield than a traditional Fannie Mae tax exempt bond issue with semi-

annual pay bonds and slightly lower than a Conventional Fannie Mae

MBS.

 RBC received orders from a wide range of investors including CRA

Investors, Insurance Companies and money managers

Case Study

Transaction Summary
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Flexible Application of M.TEB Structure –
Reduced Occupancy Affordable Rehab (ROAR)

• Fannie Mae – Reduced Occupancy Affordable Rehab (ROAR)

• Minimum occupancy of 50% and minimum DSC of 1.0X (interest-only)

• No Construction loan needed; rehab costs of $40,000 - 120,000 per unit and rehab period of 
12-18 months

• MBS Structure modified to provide Fannie Mae direct credit enhancement during rehab 
phase converting to MBS at conversion 

• Proceeds are fully funded at closing; amounts required for rehab are escrowed

• Increased leverage when underwritten to as-improved rents

• Interest rate savings similar to full MBS Tax Exempt Pass Through Bond execution
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Flexible Application of M.TEB Structure
Forward Commitment
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• Fannie Mae – New Construction and Substantial Rehab

• Fannie Mae Forward Commitment – up to 36 months

• Construction loan required – Structuring as “draw down” reduces interest during 
construction

• Permanent bond pricing locked at issuance 

• Bond/Loan proceeds secure bonds until MBS is delivered.  Reinvestment in Treasuries 
reduces interest during construction

• Upon Conversion, MBS will be delivered to the Trustee and secure the Bonds

• All-in Rate with Bonds and Fannie Mae Guarantee & Servicing is in low 4% range

• Structure easily accommodates short term cash collateralized “50% test” bonds

• Economics compare favorably to other GSE and Private Placement executions



Advantages to M.TEB Forward Commitment Product

• Low interest rate in low 4.00% range drives additional proceeds

• While immediate delivery of M.TEB means interest must be capitalized for both 
M.TEB and Construction Loan:

– M.TEB Interest is reduced by interest earnings on bond proceeds/loan proceeds. On a 
net basis (after investment earnings) capitalized bond interest is reduced to 
approximately 2.00% per annum 

– Construction loan is structured on a draw down basis allowing for reduced capitalized 
interest

• Use of a Construction loan instead of a letter of credit (which has strict rating requirements) 
broadens the universe of construction lenders

• M.TEB product allows for post-closing supplemental loans assuming project meets debt 
service coverage requirements
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